
Advance Your Career with Akerman

Explore Attorney
Opportunities at
Akerman

Click here for openings

Explore, Grow, Collaborate, and Succeed
With Akerman
At Akerman, we see every new team member
as an investment in our future. As an AmLaw
100 firm recognized by Financial Times as
among the most innovative law firms in North
America, we work with industry leaders across
the United States and around the world.
Lawyers and professionals at all levels engage
in challenging, meaningful, and cutting edge
work. We don’t believe in silos – you will have
access to a wide array of knowledge and
experience across multiple disciplines. 

Discover Opportunities for
Growth
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Akerman Shortlisted for 2023
Financial Times Innovative Lawyers
Awards for North America

Akerman Advances in AmLaw
Global 200 Ranking 

Akerman One of the Most Diverse
U.S. Law Firms According to Law360
Diversity Snapshot

Record Number of Akerman
Lawyers Named to The Best Lawyers
in America 2024 Guide

Akerman Tax and Bankruptcy
Teams Win Law360’s 2022 Practice
Groups of the Year

“I joined Akerman for its strong

national platform, while maintaining

meaningful local connections and

community relationships.”

Beth Alcalde
Partner, Tax; Member, Executive Committee

West Palm Beach

“I joined Akerman based on its

culture and reputation as a forward-

thinking firm that embraces a

diversity of ideas and takes a

collaborative approach in providing

strategic guidance to our clients.”
Stacey Prince-Troutman

Chair, Trusts and Estates Practice, Orlando

We welcome candidates at all levels who share
our values of collaboration, innovation,
inclusion, and client service. Our firm is a
close-knit team prizing collegiality over
hierarchy. And we value and nurture talent,
ensuring that our next generation leaders
receive highly personalized mentoring and
development. Our supportive culture and team-
first ethos promotes dynamism, innovation,
wellness, and balance.

In Their Own Words
Our colleagues, who took the next step in
developing their careers by moving to
Akerman, outline some key reasons their
searches led them to our firm.
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Akerman Elevates 22 Lawyers to
Firm Partnership

Akerman Promotes Six Lawyers to
Special Counsel

Akerman Recognized by Leadership
Council on Legal Diversity as 2022
Compass Award Winner

Akerman Earns 21 Tier 1 National
Practice Rankings in U.S. News –
Best Lawyers’ “Best Law Firms” 2023
Guide

Akerman Honored by Chicago
Legal Publisher for Atturo Tire Trial
Win

“After more than five years with the

firm, everything that was

represented to me has been true –

the firm works together as “one” firm;

lawyers and staff get along with one

another; people with difficult

personalities are not tolerated; and

lawyers share credit and work

together as a team for the greater

good of the client and the firm.”
E. Paul Quinn

Co-Chair, M&A and Private Equity Practice
West Palm Beach and Chicago
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